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NOMENCLATURE
Symbo!,s:
a,_ - characteristicinteractionlength,,cm
A - electromagneticpotentialoperator,eV
spontaneousdecay Fate, sec"_
projectedarea, cm_
- densityof speciesA, cm-3
B - photon resonantabsorptioncoefficient,cm3/sec
- density of speciesB, cm-3
c - speed of light,cm/sec
- van der Waal's constant,eV-cm
C - solar concentration
d - oscillatoramplitude,cm
e - unit electriccharge,coulombs
E - energy,eV
E1 - electricdipoletransitionmoment,cm
E2 - electricquadrupoletransitionmoment,cm
Ee - electronicexcitationenergy,eV
Er - rotationalenergy,eV
ET - energy transferred,eV
F(_) - momentum-coupledtransitionenergy, eV
F(2) - spin-coupledtransitionenergy,eV
F(_) - fractionalabsorption
g(p) - line shape factor
g_ - multiplicityof state
h - Planck'sconstant,eV-sec
Hke - kineticenergyoperator,eV o
Hint - interactionhamiltonian,eV
I - moment of inertia,g - cm2
I(p) - photon intensity,eV/cm2-sec-pm
ii
j - electronicangularmomentum (quantumnumber)
j - molecularangularmomentum (quantumnumber)
k - Boltzman'sconstant,eV_°C "
photonwave number,cm"_
K - gas kineticcollisionrate coefficient,cm3/sec
Kvv - vibration-to-vibrationenergytransfercoefficient,cm3/sec
Kr - effectivetwo-bodyrecombinationcoefficient,cm3/sec
L - absorbingpath length,cm
mi - mass of the i particle,g
M - densityof molecularspecies,cm-3
M* - densityof electronicallyexcitedmolecularspecies,cm-3
M - densityof vibrationallyexcitedmolecularspecies,cm-3
M1 - magneticdipoletransitionmoment,cm
N - numberdensityof molecularspecies,cm-3
N_ - number densityof state L, cm"3
0i - higher order terms
p - pressure,kPa
P - momentumoperator,eV/c
q - quenchingrate coefficient,cm3/sec
Q - quenchingrate, sec-1
R_ - dipole transitionmoment,cm
s - spin quantumnumber
S - total spin operator
o, S1 - primaryphotoabsorptionrate, sec-1
t - time, sec
T - gas temperature,°K
Tv - vibrationaltemperature,°K
iii
v - gas molecular speed, cm/sec
V - intramolecular potential energy, eV
- volume, cm3
W - photon emission rate, cm3/_ec
photon absorption rate, cm_/sec
x - position,cm
Zp - number of collisionsbefore processP occurs
- gain coefficient,cm-1
F - line width, sec"1
A - differenceoperator
- photon polarizationstate
- vibrationalenergydilutionfactor
- scatteringangle, rad
_)r - rotationalquantum,°K
Ov - vibrationalquantum,°K
Kv - photonattenuationcoefficient,cm-1
- photonwavelength,cm
- state quantumnumber
- state quantum number
_(_) - photonattenuationcoefficient,cm-1
p - vibrationquantum
- photon frequency,sec-1
- oscillatorfrequency,sec-1
_j - state j parity value
w
p(p) - photondensity,cm'3/sec
O - cross section,cm2
- Pauli spin operator
Te - period associatedwith electronictransition,sec
Tint - interactiontime, sec
TN - vibrationequilibrationtime, sec
iv
Tv - vibrationperiod,sec
"r_ - lifetimeof state},,sec
@(_) - photonflux,cm"2 sec"I _m"1
_o - vibrationalenergyquantum,eV
Subscripts:
E - electronic
E-E - electronic-to-electronictransfer
E-T - electronic-to-translationaltr nsfer
E-V - electronic-to-vibrationaltransfer
r - rotational
R-T - rotational-to-translationaltransfer
T - translational
T-T - translational-to-translationaltransfer
V - vibrational
V-T - vibrational-to-translationaltr nsfer
V-V - vibrational-to-vibrationaltr nsfer
_ - },-to-_transitions.
Superscripts:
* - electronicallyexcited
. t - vibrationallyexcited
V

SOLAR-PUMPEDGASLASERDEVELOPMENT
John W. Wilson
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
High power lasers in space have potential as an effective means of
space power transmission. The direct conversion of solar radiation into an
inverted population for extraction in an optical cavity holds promise as a
relatively simple system design when compared to other means of producing
laser power through intermediate energy conversion steps. A survey of gas
properties through detailed kinetic models has led to the identification of
critical gas parameters for use in choosing appropriate gas combinations
for solar-pumped lasers. Broadband photoabsorption in the visible or
near-UV range is required to excite large volumes of gas and to insure good
solar absorption efficiency. The photoexcitation density is independent of
the absorption bandwidth. The state excited must be a metastable state
which is not quenched by the parent gas. The emission bandwidth must be
less than ~ i0 A to insure lasing threshold over reasonable gain lengths.
The system should show a high degree of chemical reversibility and an
insensitivity to increasing temperature. Other properties such as good
quantum efficiency and kinetic efficiency are also implied. Although
photoexcitation of electronic-vibrational transitions is considered as a
possible system if the emission bands are sufficiently narrow, it appears
that photodisso¢iation into atomic metastables is more likely to result in
a successful so!ar-pumped laser system.
INTRODUCTION
High power lasers have been suggestedas a convenientmeans of space
power transmission(ref.1). As a result,much 9f the advancedwork in
energeticsfor space use is concernedwith laser energy conversion.
Althoughthe conversionof electricalenergy to laser output is considered
possiblewith presenttechnologyusing photovoltaicdevicesas the means of
electricalpower generation,a more direct scheme for conversionof solar
radiationto laser output is more attractivedue to design simplification,
increasedreliability,and potentially(relatively)high conversion
efficiency(ref.2).
The first solar-pumpedlaser utilizeda solid state system (ref.3)
which is adequatefor use in communicationsbut is unsuitedfor high power
continuousoperationdue to the slow coolingrate. Continuoushigh power
requiresthe use of gaseousor liquid systems. The first proposedsolar-
pumped gaseouslaser (ref.2) uses the atomic iodine inversionobtainedby
photodissociationof the perfluoroakyliodides.Such a systemappears
feasibleand competitivewith other means of space power transmission. It
is mainly limitedby the solar absorptionefficiencyin its operation
refs. 2 and 4). Work towardsexperimentalverificationis in progress
ref. 5). I
It is now of interestto identifyother gases which may be utilizedas
solar lasers for which there is a bettermatch to the solar spectrumand
high quantumefficiency. Consideredhereinare the basic kineticprocesses
and the range of rate constantsfor energy handlingof variousgases and
gas combinations. It is the purposehereinto identifycriticalgas
propertiesto help guide the choicefor candidategases for testingas
solar-pumpedspace lasers.
BASICKINETICPROCESSES
The gas kineticcollisionratefor neutralgasmoleculesis takenas
K = <va>_ 2 x 10"10 cm3/sec (1)
accordingto valuesin TableI forT = 300°K(ref.6). Energyis trans-
ferredin suchprocesses,the rateof whichdependson thetypeof energy
and the collisionpartners.
• TranslationalRelaxation
The high translationalenergy (1 to 3 eV) of a hot molecule transfers
its energyby the amount
2mlm2 E
ET = (I + cosO) (2)
(mI + m2)2
where mI and m2 are the masses of the two collidingmolecules, E the
initialenergy,and 0 is the center-of-massscatteringangle. For
isotropicscattering,one-halfthe energy is transferredper collisionin a
typicalgas (mI _ m2) so that a very hot moleculeis cooled in
ZT.T _ In (E/kT) < I0 (3)
collisions where T is the gas temperature.
RotationalRelaxation
The rotationalenergyof a diatomicmoleculeis
E : h2J(J+ I)
r 21
: k@ J(J + I) (4)
r
where J is the rotationalquantumnumber, I is the moment of inertia,
. and _r has units of temperature. Selectionrules for homonuclearrota-
tional changingcollisionsis aJ = 2. The rotationalenergy change is
then
I (5)
AEr = 4k_r (J - _)
The value of @r for H2 is 85°K so that for J _ 2
AEr _ k (510°K) (6)
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forwhichrotationalchangesare expectedto be slow(ref.7) exceptat
highgas temperatures(T >> 510°K). Thisis expectedfor all hydrogenic
moleculescombinedwithonlyone heavieratom. Rotationalchangesformost
othermoleculesare expectedto occurrapidlydueto theirmuchlarger
momentof inertia(tableI).
Modelsof diatomicrelaxationassumingthe rotatingmoleculeinteracts
throughcentralforceslocatedat eachnucleiwiththe collidingmolecule
havebeenappliedto H2 usingperturbationtheorywith goodsuccess.How-
ever,in applicationto moleculeswithlargemomentsof inertia,the
perturbationtheorybreaksdownso thatlittlesuccesshasbeenachieved.
Valuesof rotationrelaxation(ref.7) are givenin tableII, and it is
generallyseenthatrotationalrelaxationoccursin
ZR_T < 100 (7)
collisionsexceptforthe hydridemolecules.
VibrationalRelaxation
Insight is gained on vibrationalrelaxationby consideringEhrenfest's
principle. If the interactiontime in collisionwith a vibratingsystem is
long comparedto the oscillatorperiod,then the quantumnumbersof the
periodicmotion are left unchangedby the interaction. Comparingthe
oscillatorperiod _v with the time of interaction Tint as
I
"_nt a (Ov_l_) 2v _ -_d T (8)
where a is the interaction distance, d is the oscillator amplitude,
hu= k@v is the unit of oscillator quantum energy, kT the background gas
kinetic energy, MI the mass of the colliding molecule, and M the
reduced mass of the oscillator (ref. 8). For most molecules, @v >> T
and a >> d, so that _in_ >> _v and adiabatic collisions are most common
for which vibrational reIaxation is very slow.
A simple theory of such collisions was developed by Landau and Teller
as a classical analog to the Ehrenfest principle. They found the vibra-
tional relaxation rate of a classical oscillator in collisions with a gas
of temperature T as
I Imm
° [,.ZV-T _ _2, \ T / exp _ (9)
The dominantdependenceof the exponentialis clearlydisplayedin the
experimentaldata. Vibrationalrelaxationdata are given for a numberof
gases (refs.7 and 9) in table Ill, and gas combinations(refs.7, 9, and
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I0) in table IV and the slownessof vibrationalrelaxationis clearly
seen. The relativelyrapid relaxationof CO by atomic oxygendisplayedin
table IV is apparentlydue to the formationof a carbon dioxidecomplexas
C0(1) + 0 _ C02" _ CO + 0 (10)
A model for this reactionappearsnot available. Similarlyfor the
. triatomics,we see
C02 + H20 _ H2CO3 _ C02 + H20 (11)
as a de-excitationmechanism(ref.9).
ElectronicExcitationRelaxation(Quenching)
We again examinethe questionof adiabaticityof backgroundcollisions
with excitedstates. The period of the transitionoscillationof the
electronicstate is
Te = h / Ee (12)
while the interactiontime is taken as beforeto be
_nt = a / v (13)
where a is the range of the interaction and v is the relative veloc-
ity, Whenthe interaction is not between strongly attractive atoms or
molecules, then the interaction time is evaluated at gas kinetic velocities
for which
Tint _ 5 x 10-8/2 x 104 : 2 x 10-12 sec (14)
so that the adiabaticregionis definedas
Ee >> h/Tint _ 2 x 10-3. (15)
Hence, energetic(Ee > 0.5 eV) electronicstateswill generallyde-excite
slowly providedthe statesare not chemicallyactive (refs.8 and 9).
In the event of collisionbetweenchemicallyactive species,then the
interactionvelocityappropriateto the adiabaticconditionis that
, associatedwith the potentialwell depth as
° v _ _2V _ 105 cm/sec (16)
where V is the well depth and M1 the reducedmass. It followsthat the
adiabeticconditionis
Ee >> 2 x 10-2 eV. (17)
The adiabaticityis lost for the lowest spin-orbitcoupledlevelswith
energy below a tenth of an electronvolt. However,there is generallypoor
couplingbetweenthe translationaland electronicstates _indthis coupling
is furtherhinderedas the electronictransitionenergy increases. If
additionalinternaldegreesof freedomexist within the collidingsystems,
then the effectivemismatchbetweenelectronicand translationalenergy can
be reducedwith a correspondingincreasein quenchingrates. For example,
H2 with its small moment of inertiais often a notablymore effective
quencherdue to electronicto rotationalcouplingterms as seen in
table V. Unusuallyefficienttransfersmay be caused by vibration
excitationwhich is the case for
Fe(a5D3)+ CO --,-Fe(a5D4)+ CO(I) (18)
Other cases which are clearlypromotedby E-V transfersare discussedin
the next section. The efficiencyof
Fe(a5D3) + Fe--=,-Fe(a5D4) + Fe (19)
may well be due to an intermediatecomplexbeing formed. The data in
table V are shown in figure 1 where the valuesaffectedby internalenergy
transferand complexformationare shown as asterisks. The line is taken
as the value of stricttransferof electronicto translationalenergy.
It has alreadybeen noted that E-R transfersin the case of H2 and D2
are effectivefor quenchinglow-lyingelectronicstates. Other hydrides
probablyplay the same role due to their small moment of inertia. We have
also suggestedthat chemicalcomplexformationis important. In many cases
of complexformation,a fractionof the energy is handedover to vibration
levelsand will be discussedin a subsequentsection.
..Itis suggestedby Hoffmanand Leone (ref. 11) that the quenchingof
Br(4ZP1/2)by the halogensand interhalogensis by an intermediatetri-
atomic complexwhich dissociatesinto quenchedstates. The I(SLP1/2)is
probablysimilarlydeactivated. Values are given in table VI. The
approximatevaluesfor I(5LP1/2)are judgedon the basis of the strengths
of the trimolecularinterhalogencomplexesformed (ref.11).
The quenchingof I(52P1/2)by iodine-substitutedorganicmoleculeshas
been extensivelystudiedin _onnectionwith atomic iodinelaser development
(ref. 12). Quenchingrates are given in table VII. The importanceof
steric factorsis to be noted in the two measurementsfor propyliodide.
Electronic-to-VibrationalExcitationTransfer
Alreadymentionedin regardto spin-orbitrelaxationwas the role of
internalrotationalenergyof H2 and D2. Transferto vibrationallevels
can also facilitatespin-orbitrelationsas noted by examples(ref.9) in
table VIII.
The spin-orbitrelaxationof the Hg(63p)levelswith moleculesis also
observed.(ref.9) as
Hg(63P1)+ N2(O) --_ Hg(63Po)+ N2(v = 1) (20)
Further spin-orbitrelaxationdata (ref.9) are shown for other molecules
in figure 2.
Anotherexampleis the atomichalidemetastable. It is presumedthat
I(52pl12)transfersin chemicalexchangereactions(ref.9) as
" I(52p1/2)+ H2 --_ IH(v)+ H (21)
I(52Pi/2)+ C3H8 --_ HI(v) + C3H7 (22)
as examples. No informationis known as to the possiblevibrationallevels
reached. The Br(4ZP1/2)metastableundergoessimilarreactions(refs.11
and 13) as undoubtedlydo the other halides. The halidesalso undergo
other E-V transferreactions(refs.9, 13 to 17) as
I(52P1/2) + N2 --_ I(52P3/2)+ N2(v = 3) (23)
Br(42P1/2) + CO2 _ Br(42P3/2)+ C02(1,0,1). (24)
The exact mechanismof the transferhas not been studied,but may involve
intermediatevibrationallyexcitedionic states resultingfrom the halide
electronegativity.Table IX lists quenchingfor halidemetastableswithout
referenceto the final statespopulated. Table X gives the corresponding
coefficientsfor specificreactionchannels. Many other halogenmetastable
E-V transfershave been observed,but rates have not alwaysbeen estimated.
The role of curve crossingwith ionic statesis clearlyseen in the
electronicrelaxationof the alkalimetals (ref.18). The first observed
example(ref. 9) was that for Na(3Zp) relaxationto Na(3_S)by vibrational
excitationof N2. Electronicto vibrationtransferseems most efficientin
the v= 3-4 levels for Hp, Dp, CO, Np, and CpH_, The transfert_ Op,_C02,
and N20 seenmtorequireBear-_resonan_transfer. Values for Na(3 P)
quenching(ref.9) are given in table XI. SimilarlyrapidE-V transfer is
observedand predictedfor the other alkalimetals (ref. 18). Quenching
rates for spin-orbitrelaxationin thalliumis shown in table XII.
Excitationtransferfor 0(21D_)to 02, N2, and CO appearsthroughan
intermediatetriatomiccomplex(re_. 13) as
0(21D2)+ 02 _ 03* _ O(23pj)+ 02(v) (25)
Rates (ref. 19) are given in table XIII.
The transferof electronicexcitationof some moleculesis on the
order of that for atomictransfer. Experimentalobservationhas been made
for (ref. 13)
CO(d3A)v=7+ CO _ 2CO(v) (26)
7
cO(a3.)+co-- 2co(v) (27)
02(lAg)+ NO --_ 02 + NO(v) (28)
and others. Reaction rates (ref. 19) are given in table XIVo
Electronic-ElectronicExcitationTransfer
Supposenow that two oscillatorsystemsinteractwith one initially
excitedwith frequency Pl and the other unexcitedwith frequency P2"
The beat frequency Ul " P2 is relatedto the energy separationbetween
the states
AE = h( Pl - P2)" (29)
The efficiencywith which the energyassociatedwith beat can be extracted
is estimatedby the Ehrenfestprincipleand requires
AE << h / Tint _ h v/_ _ 0.01 eV (30)
where the interaction_istance _ _ 10-8 cm and the velocityat
collision v _ 2 x 10_ cm/sec. Excitationtransferfor allowedatomic
transitionsseem to follow
AE ) (31)ZE_E ~ exp 3h / Tin t "
The dipole-dipole transfer seems to be long-ranged so that (for AE = O)
Zdipole_dipole _ 1. (32)
whereas transferamong quadrupoletransitionsis slower as
Zquad_quad _ I0 - I00. (33)
Energy transferrequiringspin vectorchangesare quite slow as
ZAs _ 103. (34)
Transfer of atomicelectronicenergyto molecularelectronicenergy is
furthergovernedby the Franck-Condonprinciple. Spin conservationrules
are still appropriatein many cases although_here are al}o many excep-
tions.Values (ref.20) for transferfrom Ar(_P1)and Ar(ZP1)to several
moleculesare given in table XV. Furthervalues (ref.20) _or the transfer
of molecularelectronicenergy amongmoleculesis given in table XVI for
N2(A3su ) metastables.
Although the estimatesof equations(32) to (33) describetrends in the
data, there are notableexceptions. Even so, equations(31) to (34)are
reasonablestartingvalues for systemswhich are otherwiseunknown.
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Vibration-VibrationTransfer
There are two mechanismsfor bringingabout transferof vibrational
energyfrom one moleculeto another. If the leyels are in near resonance,
then efficienttransfercan occur througha long:rangedipole-dipoleinter-
actionor dipole-quadrupoleinteractionif dipole transitionsare
disallowedfor one of the collisionpartners(ref.21). These long-range
processesare inhibitedwhen the energyexcess satisfies
AE >> .02 eV (35)
so that the short-rangerepulsiveinteractionof the moleculesbecomesthe
dominant vibrationtransferprocess(see fig.3). Calculationsof Jeffers
and Kelley (ref.21) are shown in comparisonto experimentalvalues for CO
relaxationin CO. Furthervalues(ref. 10) for CO are shown in
table XVII, Additionalvalues (refo9) for assortedmoleculesare given in
table XVIII.
Summary
We now summarizethe valuesof the severalreactiontypes and their
rangesof validity. A hot molecule(high translationalenergy)is
thermalizedin
ZT.T _ 10 (36)
collisions. High rotationalenergy is transferredin
ZR-T _ 100 (37)
collisionswhile high vibrationalenergy is transferredin
102 _ ZV-T _ 109 (38)
collisions. The lower limit on ZV=T applieswhen some complex is
formed in the process. Otherwise,heliumand H2 are most efficientgases
for vibrationalcoolingrequiring 10_ collisions. This usuallypoor
couplingbetweenvibrationaland translationalmotionsmeans that vibra-
tional temperaturesapproachbackgroundgas temperaturesvery slowly.
Vibrationalenergy is transferredamong near resonancelevels in
i0 _ ZV_V _ 104 (39)
collisions. The lower limit applieswhen a permanentdipole moment exists
in both molecules. Since vibrationalenergy is rapidlysharedamong near-
resonantvibrationallevels,nonequilibriumgases will often have R,T
equilibriumat one temperaturewith vibrationalequilibriumat a quite
differenttemperature. The transferof electronicenergyto translational
motion is generallyslow
104 _ ZE-T _ 106 (40)
unless an intermediatecomplexis formedwith curve crossingto unexcited
levelsor the excited level is on the order of thermalenergiesfor which
I0 _ ZE.T _ 100, (41)
The transferof electronicexcitationto low vibrationallevels can
occur near resonancein only a few collisions. Off resonantor transferto
high vibrationalstates is much slowerso that
2 _ ZE.V _ 106, (42)
Transferof electronicenergyto other electronicstatescan be very
efficientnear resonance(lowerlimit)
I _ ZE.E _ 106 (43)
but is otherwisequite slow (upperlimit), Selectionrules are also
importantin such energytransfer.
The importantenergyhandlingprocessesbeing summarizedin equations
(36)to (43),we now proceedto study the gas couplingto the radiation
field of the solar radianceand the fluorescenceof the gas.
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RADIATIONCOUPLING
Atomicandmolecularsystemsinteractwithelectromagneticradiation
throughinternalcurrentsandcharges. The prQperdescriptionis through
minimalelectromagneticcouplingin whichthe individualparticlemomentum
operator P is replacedby
e
P --,-P- _ A (44)g,,
where A is the electromagneticpotentialoperator(refs.22 and23). The
appropriatekineticenergyoperator(ref.23) is
•P _ •P
Hke = 2m (45)
in classicalquantumtheoryinwhich a is the appropriatespinopera-
tor. The interactionpotentialthenfollowsas
]Hint= s{ 2mc [Pn° A(Xn)+ A(Xn)" Pn
n
•
+ e A(xn) ° A(xn)
2mc2
e- 2mc °'n " [ Vn x A(Xn)] (46)
where, to lowest order, the sumover n includes only the electrons in the
system.
Consider the matrix elements between someinitial state of the system
and a final state _ including a photon of wave vector k and
pol ari zati on
< _IHint I_ k _ >
I
. : -_ F(I) - i F(2) (47)
m
where ik ° xn
" F(1)= <_I_ _ " Pn e i.> (48)
n
ik°x
F(2) : <X_r _ • (k x Sn) e n _u> (49)n
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where Sn is the spin operator. Considernow the expansionof
ik.x
e n 1 + ik.x n - ½ (k,Xn)2 + . . . (50)
the magnitudeof
o
I IA (51) "(k• xn)_ _ a _ o5000A
in the regionof opti_l _adiationwhere a is the order of atomic and
moleculardimension(1A). Thereforethe exponent_a_converge_,rapidly
for opticaltransitions. Making an expansionfor F_J and F{_J we have
F(1) = <_I _E*Pnlv> + <_I E_.Pn k .xn I_> + 01 (52)
n n
F(2)= <_i E E,(k x Sn) lu > + 02 * (53)
n
We nowmakethe following simplifications. The operator
(_°Pn)(k,x n) =½ [(_°Pn)(k*xn) + (_,Xn)(k,Pn)]
1
- _ (k xE) * Ln (54)
from which we identify
El = <_I S _ * Pnlv> (55)
n
= + 2s )Iv> (56)MI <Xl _ (k x_) • (Ln n
n
E2 = _I<x I Sn[(_* Pn)(k -xn) + (_'Xn)(k .Pn)] Iv> (57)
where El, MI, and E2 are the electric dipole, magnetic dipole, and
electric quadrupole transition amplitudes_respectively. Values for the
various multipole transitions depend on the symmetry of the initial and
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final states and the averagemagnitudeof dynamicvariables. We observe
El~ IPnl ,,, I/a (58)
MI~ IPnl_IXnl/},~ 1/_ (59)
E2~ IPnlIXnl/_~ I/_ (60)
• while the remainders
2
1 a
- 01~ _ (_-) ~ a/},2 (61)
02~ _1(_) ~ a/},2• (62)
Dipole transitions(ref.24) are allowedfor
lJ_" J_i - 1 exceptj},+ j_ = 0 (63)
_ _ = -1. (64)
The total radiativetransitioncoefficientis
3 2
64_4_ I Rx_I
AX_ = 3h - (65)
where
RL1_ = e<Xl _. xnl.>. (66)
n
The radiative lifetime for the state _, is
1
= . (67)
The total lifetimefor electricdipoletransitions(ref.25) in the optical
region is about 10-8 sec.
If the electricdipolemoment is zero, then magneticdipoletransitionsmay
yet occur if
lJ_ - j_l _ i except j_ + j_ = 0 (68)
_X _ +I (69)
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The state lifetimesin this case are much longer,typicallyon the order of
10-3 sec. Such transitionsare among the so-calledforbiddentransitions
(ref.25).
If the electricand magneticdipolemoments are "bothzero, transitionsmay
yet occur if
(J_ " J_l<-2 except Jx + J, = 0,I (70) ,
_ _lJ= +1, _,71)
These electricquadrupoletransitionswith lifetimeson the order of
1 second are generallyslowerthan magneticdipole transitions. Higher
order multipoletransitionsare so slow that they are never observedin the
optical region. States which decay by M1 and E2 or higherorder are
calledmetastable. The lifetimesand decay rates are relatedto other
emissionand absorptionprocessesas we will now show.
EinsteinRelations
Consideran ensembleof quantizedsystems (ref.26) in thermal
equilibriumwith a photon gas all at temperature T. Let NL be the
density of systemsin state L and Nu be the densityof systemsin
state p. The rate of spontaneousemi)sionfrom state L to p is
A_p. Let B p be the rate coefficientfor the resonantemission
caused by stimulationby the photongas so that the total rate of emission
from state L is
Wx, = B_ p(p) + A_ (72)
where P(p) is the photondensitybetween p and p + dp. The corre-
spondingresonantabsorptionrate is given as
W,_ = B_ #(P) . (73)
Since the ensembleis in thermalequilibriumwith the photongas, the num-
ber of _-to-p transitionsmust be equal to the numberof _-to-_ transi-
tions
N_W_ = N_W_ (74)
and furthersatisfy
N_ g_
= gp exp (-hP/RT). (75)
Combiningthese relationswith the Planck spectraldistributionfor the
photongas
14
81rhp3 1
P(p) = _ (ehP/kT.1) (76)
we get (ref.27) .
8_h_3 AXp(gx/gp)
= (77)
, c3(eh'_7kT_l) BuxehV/kT _ BXlj(gx/glj)
which impl I es
,t
B_X = Bxp gx/g_ (78)
and
8_hp3
Ax, : _ BX,. (79)
These same relationsfollow from detailed,balancein the quantumtheory
from which Planck'slaw can then be derivedby assumingthermalequilibrium
among the states of the system (ref.23).
NonequilibriumAbsorptionand Emission
Althoughthe Einsteinrelationswere derivedto meet the requirements
of thermalequilibrium,the relationsfollowfrom detailedbalancefor
which the relationsare satisfiedonly becauseof the propertiesof the
emitting-absorbingsystemsand quantummechanicswhich describetheir
dynamicbehavior. Let us now considerthe intensityof photons I(v)dv
moving througha medium. The attenuationof the beam followsBeer's law
I(_) = lo(P) exp (-Kvx) (80)
which satisfiesthe transportequation
dx : -KvI(u) (81)
where Kv is the attenuationcoefficient. Alternatively,the change of
. the photonenergy densitywithin a volumeelementis
d[P(v)du]
dt = h_[Wx_ dNx(v)- W _ dN (v)]
= hvEBxpP(v) dNx(v) - B xP(u)dNp(u)] (82)
where dNx(v) are the number of systems available for stimulated
emission into the frequency interval between p and p + dv and
dNu(U) are the number of absorbers in the same interval. In the time
interval dt the wave front will advance a distance
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dx = c dt. (83)
Recallingthe relationbetweenthe intensityand energy densityas
I(P) = c P(p) (84)
where c is the velocityof light. Using these quantitiesin the above
relationswe have
I d[I(p)dP]
I--(_) dx =-kvdv
hv [B X dNu(u) (85)- c - BL, dN}(u)]
as obtainedusing equations(81), (82),and (84). After summingover all
frequencies
K =fK u du = hPOc[B_xNu - BxuNx] (86)
where Pn is the centralfrequency(ref.26). It is convenientto define
the line-shape g(p) such that
g(U) du = I (87)
so that the attenuation coefficient is
Ku: Kg(u)
h Po g},
:--c B.x[N.---g.Nx]g(_). (88)
We furtherdefinethe absorptioncross sectionas
aabs(U)= hUo B x g(v) (88)C
or alternatively
c2AxjL
(Tabs = g(u )
8._2
Xo2 A_.Ij
- 8x' g( u ). (90)
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Similarlythe stimulatedemissioncross section
#se(U) _o2 A_ gu g(u) (91)= 8_
where Lo is the centralwavelength.
Line Shape and Broadening
_ There are severalfactorswhich contributeto the width of a spectral
line. A most fundamentalcontributionis that due to radiationdamping
arisingfrom the interactionof the emittingsystemwith its own
radiation(ref.28). The line shape for the decay of such an isolated
systemwas derivedby Lorentzand was found to exhibitwhat is now known as
the Lorentzprofileas
g_u) = -- (92)
2_ (.-_)2 + (r/2)2
where F is the decay constantand thereforeidentifiedwith the Einstein
A coefficientfor the transition. These same conclusionsfollow from a
quantumtreatmentof the same problemas given in reference29. The
bandwidthsin the opticalregion are therefore
1 < au < 108 sec -1 (93)
correspondingto wavelength dispersionof
10-15 < A_ < 10-6 _m • (94)
These widths are appropriatefor atomicand molecular
vibrational-rotationaltransitionsof isolatedsystemsat rest.
The frequencyshift of an oscillatorin relativemotion to an observer
is
= v (95)
where v is the relativevelocitycomponent. The averagefrequencyshift
. for a gas in thermalequilibriumat temperature T is
P "Po 1 k_2_u° = _ (96)
yieldinga bandwidthof
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AU _ 109 sec-1 (97)
at room temperature. The correspondingwavelengthdispersionis
A}, _ 10-5 _m. (98)
This Doppler broadeningof the transitionline is the limitingresolution
for most atomic opticaltransitions.
J&
A particularlylucid discussionof the effectsof collisionson a
radiatingsystem in terms of random phase change is given by Siegman
(ref.30). Assuminga collisionresultsin a uniformlydistributedand
completelyrandom phase change at the collison rate Pcoll then the
transitionwith decay rate A is found to have a Lorentzline shape with
F= A + 2 Pcoll. (99)
The line broadeningdue to collisionsis then
Ap=2NK
108 p (100)
where N is the gas densityand p is the pressurein kPa. The wave-
length dispersionat standardconditionsfor opticaltransitionsis
A__10-4 _m (101)
and thereforedominatesthe line width at standardconditions.
At sufficientlyhigh pressurethe radiatingsystemsare in close
proximitywith surroundinggas moleculesand are generallyin some quasi-
molecularstate (i.e.,van der Waals binding). Collisionsof this type, in
distinctionto collisionsleadingto random phase change,are noncentral
and at no point is their relativevelocityzero. The transitionfrequency
then correspondsto the separationof the two potentialcurves at the rela-
tive nuclearseparationat which the transitionoccurredin accordancewith
the Franck-Condonprinciple(ref.31). The frequencyshift is relatedto
the separationas
Ic' - c" I
ap = 6 (102)
r
where c' and c'' are the potentialconstantsof the two levels for the
van der Waals potentialof -c/r6, Note that the level shift is asymmetri-
cally shiftedtoward eitherred or blue dependingon the relative
magnitudesof c' and c". The level shift is nearlyproportionalto the
line width and dependson pressureas
<r> ~ I/p1/3 (103)
so the line width is approximately
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Au~ Ic' - c"l p2. (104)
Correspondingline shifts of
A_ _ 10-4 _m (105)
have been observedin some cases.
Similar to the van der Waals broadeningis the electronictransitions
in molecules. The transitionis governedby the Franck-Condonprinciple
for which the frequencyof the radiationis relatedto the difference
" betweenthe potentialcurves
y : V"(r) - V'(r) (106)
where r is the appropriatenuclearseparationwhich varies accordingto
the vibrationalstate of the molecule. Within the uncertaintyof the
nuclearseparation(givenby the wavelengthof the vibrationalmotion)
there is a correspondinguncertaintyin the transitionfrequency
AY =dV'(r)dr _vib (107)
where _vib is the vibrationalwavelengthand has the range
10"6 <_ vib < 5 x 10 -3_m. (108)
The line width is correspondingly
3 x 1010 < AY < 1 X 1013 sec-I (109)
and the wavelengthdispersion
10-4 < A_ < 4 x 10"2_m (110)
where the lower value correspondsto weak van der Waals molecules.
The energyhandlingprocessesdiscussedin the previoussectionand
the radiationcouplingof the presentsectionare the principalprocesses
by which light is absorbed,processed,and emittedby gaseoussystems.
Subsequentsectionswill discussthe potentialfor such gases absorbing
light from thermalor solar sourcesin order to form a sufficient
populationinversionto cause oscillationin a properlydesignedoptical
cavity.
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LIGHT ABSORPTIONFROM A THERMALSOURCE
The thermal irradiance I(1)dl at the surfaceof a sourceat
temperature T is relatedto the photon flux _o(I)dI as
I(1)dl = _I _o(I)dI (III)
where _I is the photon energy and
_r1_ = 2_c I (112)
14 exp (hc/kIT)- 1
where hc/k = 1.44 cm-deg. The irradiancefor a point source reducesfor
increasingdistanceaccordingto Gauss' Law. The fractionalabsorptionin
a gas-filledcollectoris given as
F(1) = 1 - exp [-,(I) L] (113)
where ,(I) is the attenuationcoefficientfor the gas and L is related
to the collectorgeometry. It is clear in comparingwith equation(80)
that ,(i) numericallyequals gv at the appropriatefrequency p.
Considerthe simplegeometryof normalincidenceon a layer of gas of
thickness L. The total numberof photonsabsorbedis
ANy = Af F(1) _o(I)dI (114)
where A is the frontalarea of the layer. The number of photonsabsorbed
per unit volume of material is
ANy 1
F(1) o(I)dI (115)AT =
The attenuationcpefficientis found from the photoabsorptioncross section
given by equation(90) as
2
ia Aa
.(I) : go(_) NO (116)8_
where Ia is the centralwavelength, Aa is the Einsteincoefficientfor
the decay of the excitedstate formed, go(_) is the appropriateline-
width function,and NO the gas density. Taking L to be on the order of
,(Ia)-1 we find
ANy_ A _o(la) ala (117)
and
ANy
"(la) _ (la)A1a (118)
-~
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where(92)and (118)yield
4
AN_, }'a Aa
with
w
C
aUa = T A)'a' (120)
, La
Themain resultis thatthe totalnumberof excitedstatesformedin a
"good"collectordependson thebandwidthof the absorptionline,whilethe
densityof excitedstatesfoundin thegas is dependenton the central
wavelength_a and the strengthof the transitionmomentas reflectedin
the valueof Aa and is independentof the bandwidth.
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SOLARABSORPTION
The photoabsorptioncross sectionis given by
_2aAa
_a = _2au a (121)
where a "s the centralwavelength, Aa is the Einsteincoefficient,and
AVa isL_hellinewidth. Using
C
AVa = _A_ a (122)
Xa2
we obtain the photoexcitationrate coefficientas
Sl : (;a @s(_'a) a}'a
4
= L a Aa _(_a) (123)
4_2c
where @s(_a) is the concentratedsolar irradianceof the gas at the
centralwavelength _a. The solar irradianceis bound by its peak value at
_a _ 5000A (ref. 32)
_(_a) _ 6 x 1021C (M/cm2-cm-sec) (124)
where C is the solar concentration. We have then
S1 _ 3.3 x 10-8 Aa C (sec-1) (125)
If the solar absorptionprocessraisesthe groundstatemolecule M to an
electronicallyexcitedvibrationalstate M* as
M + Ms _ M* (u) (126)
the final states M*(u) are approximately normally distributed in u
over a width Au about some _ . The AV and u are found through the
Franck-Condon factors. It often occurs that the photoabsorption
dissociatesthe moleculeinto two fragmentsonly one of which is
electronicallyexcited.
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KINETICMODEL OF E-V LASER
Photon absorptionin a moleculargas throughan electronictransition
is governedby the Franck-Condonprinciplefor _hich the nuclearsepara-
tions are relativelyfixed,but the interactionpotentialundergoesa radi-
cal change as indicatedby the verticaldashed lines in figure 4. The pho-
ton energy at which maximumabsorptionoccurs is the energydifference
betweenthe two potentialcurves at the most probablenuclearseparationof
the ground state vibrationalwave functionas indicatedby the central-
vertical-dashedline in figure 4. The most probablevibrationalmode after
absorptionis _ _ 13 as indicatedin the figure. The photoabsorption
. frequencyrange as well as the range of vibrationallevelsreached av_ 6
are determinedby the ground state vibrationalwave functions'width as
indicatedin the figure.
The vibrationalexcitationof the upper vibrationallevels are shared
among one anotherthrough
M*(v) + M*(v') _ M*(v- I) + M*(v' + 1), (127)
Transfers such as
M*(v) + M(O) _ M*(v- 1) + M(1) (128)
generallydo not occur since the vibrationallevel spacing among the elec-
tronicexcitedstate do not match those of the groundstatevibrational
levels.
The excitedstatesare initiallyproducedwith an averagevibrational
level _. Throughcollisionsamong themselves,they will relax to an
equilibriumdistributionat temperature
Tv _ V (ao/k (129)
where wo is the energy spacing between levels. Approximately _ such
collisions are required before equilibrium is achieved. Initially the
molecules are produced with a (approximately) normal distribution in
vibrational levels centered at _ and of width AV. There is a continuous
progression from this initial normal distribution towards the equilibrium.
The extent of the progression depends on the ratio of the lifetime of the
electronic state to the equilibration time of the vibrational levels.
, The equilibration time can be greatly reduced by adding a second gas
N for which V-V resonance is established such that
, M*(v) + N(o)-=--_ M*(v-l) + N(1) (130)
occurs frequently. The additional effect of such a second gas is that the
equilibrium temperature is greatly reduced to
Tv _ V-_o= k + (1 - _)Tg (131)
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where Tg is the backgroundgas temperatureand
M* (132)
_- M*+N
with M* the density of electronic excited molecules and N is the
cool ing gas.
To approximatethe progressionbetweenthe initialvibrational
distributionand the equilibriumdistribution,we describethe vibrational
populationin a simplifiedmodel. Assumethe populationdensityof the
electronicstate to consistof two terms
M*(u) = Ms*(U) + MT*(U) (133)
where the MS*(U) states have an averagevibrationnumber _ and are
distributedaccordingto the photoexcitedsource,and MT*(U)is a
Boltzmanndistribution(moreexactlya Trainordistributlon)at temperature
Tv. Note that MS* and MT* are limitingcases for vibrationally
unrelaxedstatesand totallyrelaxedvibrationalstates_respectively. Each
M*loss from through V-V collisionis a gain to MT* and requires
vibrationchangesto completelyrelax as follows
-1 i
dMs= $IM _ QsMs* - AeMs* - _'lKvvMs*M* - _ Kvv Ms*N (134)dt
dMT* = I)-IKvvMs*M* + V "IK'vvMs*N- QTMT* - AeMT* (135)dt
where A is the Einsteincoefficientfor the electronicstate, Q_ and
QT are _he electronicquenchingrates,and SI is the excitation_ate.
The rate equationfor the total electronicexcltedpopulationis
dM*
dt - SIM - QM* - AeM* (136)
with
QS _ QT _ Q = (Qs+ QT)/2'
We now desirea descriptionof the vibrationallevelsof the electronically
unexcitedstates.
Spontaneousdecay of the upper electronicstate is governedby the
Franck-Condonprinciple. The radiativetransitionfrom the lowest vibra-
tional level of the electronicallyexcitedstate is shown in figure4 as
the solid verticallines in the figure. The transitionin this case occurs
most often at the most probablenuclearseparationas determinedby the
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peakof the u = o vibrationalwavefunctionof the upperelectronic
state. Themost probablevibrationalquantumnumberis determinedby the
most probablenuclearseparationof the upperstatecorrespondingto the
middle-vertical-solidlinein figure4 with _ 9. The rangeof vibra-
tionallevelsof the lowerelectronicstatepopulatedby transitionsfrom
the lowervibrationalevelof the upperelectronicstateis determinedby
the uncertaintyin nuclearseparationof the statefromwhichthe transi-
tionwas madeas notedby the two remainingvertical-solidlinesin
figure4 forwhich AU _ 4. Transitionsfromhighervibrationalevelsof
the upperelectronicstatemostlyoccurnearthe classicalturningpoints
but are otherwisesimilarto transitionsfromthe lowestvibrationalevel
" discussedabove. The vibrationalevelspopulatedafterthe transitionare
determinedby the nuclearseparationappropriateto the vibrationalevel
fromwhichthe transitionwas made.
If M_ representsthe_vibratinglevelsreachedby radiativedecay
of the MS* statesand if M_ is similarlyrelatedto MT*, then
-1 " MM_dMv : AeMs*+ QsMs* - (US - UT) Kvv (138)
-T
i -i (139)dt = AeMT*+ QTMT* + (I_S" VT) Kvv " UT Kvv
where quenchingis assumedgovernedby the Franck-Condonprincipleand
vibrationalrelaxationis treatedin the same manner as for the electronic
states. The startinggas is regaineddue to vibrationalrelaxationas
follows
d-tdM= _T-1 Kv''M_ M- SIM (140)
which balances_he lossesdue to photoexcitation.
SteadyStateSolution
Considernowthe constantilluminationof the gasand steadystate
conditions.Settingall derivativesof equations(134)through(140)equal
to zero,andtakingall densitiesas summedoverappropriatevibrational
levels,we now solvethe resultingalgebraicequations.Firstnotefrom
equation (136) that
SIM
M* = A + Q (141)e
so thatequations(134)and (135)yield
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MS* = SIM (1421I '
Ae + Q + l)'lKvvM*+IY"KvvN
I !
MT, = (I_'lKvvM* +i_- KvvN) M*, (143)
Ae + Q +Ij'lKvvM* + _'IK'vvN
It followsequations(1381 and (1391that
M_ (Ae + Q) MS*: -I " (144)
(ITS-_T) KVv M
- _ (1451
__'1KI VV
where the total quenchingrate is
Q = qM + qNN, (146)
We now considerthe requirementsfor an inversionon specifictransitions.
Requirementsfor an Inversion
In order to have an inversion, we require that
AMs(U) = MS*(V) - M_ (P) > 0 (147)
or
AMT(V) = MT*(V) - M_ (v) > 0 (1481
Alternately, we may consider the ratios of the previously derived steady
state solutions
I1
MS* (_S " PT) M > I (1491
M_ Ae + Q
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and
-1 "
MT* 'P'TKvv M p.-1KvvM, +17-1 K_v N
- ,, > I. (150)
MTt Ae + Q Ae + Q + v'IKvv M* +_7-1K'vvN
First, consider the gain for a strong dipole transition (Ae _ 108 sec'l).
A strong quencher at 30 Torr gives
Q _ I0 "I x 5 x I0 "I0 x 1018 : 5 x 107 sec-I (151)
Ieading to
MS* 10-1 x 10"1 x 5 x 10"10 x 1018
: _ 5 x 10-2 (152)
+ Q108
wbich_is nearly independent of the quenching rate Q. Clearly, the
M_ /M_ ratio is even smaller. If the electronic state is metastable,
then
MS* _ (PS" _T)-IKvv ZE-T (153)T
Ms q _sZv_v
so that
MS*
10-2 _< _ < 104 (154)
the upper limit resulting from a system with little quenching and a
permanent dipole moment for V-V relaxation. Without the permanent dipole
moment, then
10-2 < M_ < 102" (155)
In most cases, M* << M _ N so that for large vibrational relaxation rates
" (i.e., -rN =_-1 Kvv N) for the excited levels
lim (MT* _ MS*
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requiringefficient V-V transferto the N vibrationallevels.
Otherwise
MT* << MS* (157)
andinversionon MT* (u= O) is unlikelyat pressuresof 30Torr and
below.
Gain Requirements
We further simplify the equations to study the gain. The
electronically excited state density is
M* = SIM/(A e + qM + qNN) (158)
and the lower level density is
Mt _ SlM/_-IKvvM (159)
giving an inversion of
M* - M _ S1 ( M 1
Ae + qM _'lK'vv)
_ S1 ( i__ I
q _-I )Kvv
S1/q. (160)
Consideran excitedmoleculewhose lifetimeis long comparedto a slow
quenchingrate as
Ae _< qM _< 5 x 104 sec-1 (161)
which satisfiesthe requirementthat
NE_T > >i_Nv_v _ 103 (162)
The correspondingquenchingrate coefficientis
q _< 5 x 10-14 cm3/sec (163)
which is a slow quencher. Such a systemforms an inversion;we now
calculatethe gain.
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The stimulatedemissioncrosssectionis
_e4Ae (164)
ae : 42CA_e ,
where A_ is the emissionbandwidth. For typical E-V molecular
. e
transltions
A_e _ I00_ = 10-6 cm (165)
(this parameterneeds furtherstudy). Consideremissionaround1 _ so that
_4 Ae $1Me
= 4_2cA_e Ae + qM
= 3.3 x 10"8C_ M Aa Ae
4_2Ca_e Ae + qM
AaAe
2.7 x I0"12CAe + qM (cm'l)" (166)
If Aa _ Ae m qM _ 104, we get
= 2.7 x 10"5/cm (167)
for C = 103• It is clear therefore,that the typicalbandwidthsof
molecular E-V transitionsprecludesolar pumpingwith sufficientgain for
laser operations. However,unusuallynarrow-bandmolecularmetastable
systemsmay yet prove to be viable candidates.
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KINETICMODEL OF A PHOTODISSOCIATIONLASER
It is clear that the most promisingsystemsare broadbandabsorbersin
order to efficientlypump large volumesand narrowband emitters in order
to assurehigh gain. This indicatesthat photodissociationis the most
likely systemwith lasing from atomicexcitedstates (probably
metastables). High quantumefficiencieswill requirelasing to the atomic
ground state with chemicaldumpingof the lower level. The kineticlimits
for such systemswill now be considered. The initialphotodissociationis
illustratedin figure 5.
The rate equationsfor photodissociationof M intoA + B* are now
consideredso that
dM *
d--{= "SIM+ KrAB+ Kr AB* (168)
where the recombinationrate coefficients Kr and K * are
pressure-dependentif A and B are atomic specie_or A is at most a
simplemolecule. Otherwise, Kr and K_* is an effectivetwo-body
coefficientindependentof gas pressure(ref.33). The followingalso
apply
dB* *
dT = S1M- KrAB*- QB*- ABB* (169)
dB
_= QB* + ABB* - KrAB. (170)
Typicalvaluesof recombinationrate coefficientsare 10-10 . 1Q-12,
indicatingfrom 5_Zr_500 collisionsfor recombination. Note that we
have neglectedthe formationof A2 dimers which may limit the chemical
reversibilityof some systems. In steadystate,we have
(Q + AB)B* - KrAB = 0 (171)
with A = B + B* yields
1
[(KrB*)2 + 4Kr(Q + AB)B*]_" KrB* (172)B = 2K
r
We first note that the assumption
4(Q + AB) > > KrB* (173)
implies
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A _ B > > B* (174)
for which there can be no inversion. Therefore, we must require
KrB* > > 4(Q + AB) (175)
for which
AB+ Q
B _ ..... K - < < B* _ A (176)
r
Q
so that inversion is now possible. It follows then that
dB* * B,2d--t-- _ SIM- Kr " (Q + AB)B* (177)
for which
I
[(Q + AB)2 + 4Kr SlM] 2 - (Q + aB)
B* _ - * • (178)2K
r
At low power levels defined by
4Kr*Sl M < < (Q + AB)2 (179)
we obtain
B* _ SIM/(Q + a8), (180)
At high power levels defined by
4Kr*Sl M > > (Q + AB)2 (181)
we obtain
B* __Kr, . (182)
Consider the gain at low power levelsas given by
X2AB SIM
- 42A u Q + AB
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AaAB
= 8.4 x 10-8 C (183)
Q + AB
so thatthresholdis easilyachievedfor Aa _ 103sec"1 and AB_ Q.
Considernowthe highpowerlimitforwhich
1
B* =1"3 x IO'I8CAaM]_Kr*
1011 C_ a (184)
so that
X2AB
4_2Au
2.sx10-7AB (18s)
for which the thresholdis easilyachieved.
The main requirementfor photodissociationpumpingis that an
inversionbe formedwhich in turn requires
KrB* > > Q + AB. (186)
Using typicalvalues for KrB* as
(10-11)(1014)> > Q + AB. (187)
Hence
103 > > Q + AB (188)
so that B* is an atomicmetastablenot easilyquenchedby the starting
gas. The perfluoroalkyliodidesare one such example.
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CONCLUSION
The presentsurvey of gas propertiesthroughkineticmodels has
identifiedcriticalgas parametersfor use in choosingappropriategas com-
binationsfor solar-pumpedlasers. Broadbandphotoabsorptionin the
visibleor near-UVrange is requiredto excite large volumesof gas and to
ensure good solar-absorptionefficiency. The photoexcitationdensityis
independentof the absorptionbandwidth. The state excitedmust be a
- metastablestate which is not easilYoqUenchedby the parent gas. The emis-
sion bandwidthmust be less than~lOA to ensure lasingthresholdover
reasonablegain lengths. The system shouldshow a high degree of chemical
• reversibilityand insensitivityto increasingtemperature. Other prop-
erties such as good quantumefficiencyand kineticefficiencyare also
implied. Althoughphotoexcitationof electronic-vibrationaltransitions
is consideredas a possiblesystem if the emissionbands are sufficiently
narrow,it appearsthat photodissociationinto atomicmetastablesis more
likelyto resultin a successfulsolar-pumpedlaser system.
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TableI. MolecularConstantsof SomeGases
ColIision Coefficient @r°K
Gas cm3/sec Diameter,A
m
NH3 3.5 E-IO 3.06 8.5
Ar 1.5 E-IO 2.92 --
CO 2.0 E-IO 3.16 2.7
CO2 2.4 E-IO 3.28 0.8
He 1.7 E-IO 2.27 --
H2 3.8 E-IO 2.37 85
N2 2.0 E-IO 3.30 2.8
02 1.7 E-IO 2.95 2.5
37
TableII. RotationalRelaxation
Gas ZR-T _r, °K
o
H2 343 85
D2 208 43 "
N2 5.1 2.8
02 23.5 2.5
38
TableIII. CharacteristicVibrationalTemperaturesandRelaxationNumber
Gas ev°K ZV.T
N2 3336 3.5 E+7
• 02 2228 2.0 E+7
Cl2 812 3.4 E+3
CO 3080 8.3 E+8
CO2 2000* 5 E+4
COS 1400" 1 E+4
CS2 1000" 8 E+3
*Averagevalue of three modes.
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TableIV. VibrationalRelaxationin Gas Mixtures(Zv.T)
H2 He Ar 0
02 2.9 E+4 1.9 E+6
CO 5.5 E+5 1.8 E5 3.5 E+8 8.8 E+3
N20 CO2 H20
N20 7.5 E+3 1.1E+2
CO2 5.7 E+4 1.1E+2
40
TableV. Spin-OrbitRelaxationData (ref.9) - ZE.RT
AE_ ZE_RT(eV)
" Se(43po) + Ar-_Se(43p1) + Ar .065 8.3 E+3
• Se(43Po) + H2-,-Se(43P1) + H2 .065 1.0
Se(43pO) + 02-_Se(43P1) + 02 .065 1.3 E+2
Cs(62P32) + Ar-"Cs(62P ) + Ar .066 7.1E+4
Fe(aSD3) + Ar-,-Fe(aSD4) + Ar .050 1.1E+5
Fe(aSD3) + H2-,-Fe(aSD4) + H2 .050 27.
Fe(aSD3) + D2-,-Fe(aSD4) + D2 .050 33.
Fe(a5D3) + He-_Fe(a5D4) + He .050 3.3 E+3
Fe(aSD3) + N2--_Fe(aSD4) + N2 .050 1.0 E+3
Fe(a5D3) + CO--_Fe(aSD4) + CO .050 74.
Fe(a5D3) + Fe--_Fe(aSD4) + Fe .050 2.
Rb(52p ) + Ar-_Rb(5p ) + Ar .029 4. E+3
Ne(33po) + Ne-,-Ne(33p1) + Ne .043 1. E+4
Ne(33Po) + Ne-,-Ne(33P2) + Ne .093 1. E+4
Ne(33P1) + Ne-,-Ne(33P2) + Ne .050 1. E+3
K(42P3/2) + Ar-_K(42P1/2) + Ar .007 1.5
NO(X2_3/2)+ NO-_-NO(X2_I/2)+NO .015 15
41
TableVl. Quenchingof HalogenMetastables(ZE.RT)
12 IBr Br2 ICl BrCl Cl2
Br(42P1/2) 100 175 345 189 7142 8333
I(52PI/2) 40 100 175 345 345 1000
42
p.
_ TableVII. Quenchingof I(52P1/2)
Gas ZE.RT
,o
CF31 6.1 E+6
6
C2F51 9.5 E+6
n-C3F71 1.2 E+6
il-c3F71 1. E+7
n-C4F91 2. E+5
43
Table VIII. Spin-Orbitto VibrationTransfer
AE ZE_VRT
Se(43po)+ N20---_Se(43P1)+ N20(u2=1) 5.4 E-3 1.6
Se(43Po)+ C02---_Se(43PI) + C02(u2=1) 1.5 E-2 1.4
Se(43Po)+ CO ---_Se(43P1) + CO(u=1) 4.7 E-2 181.
Se(43Po)+ N2 ----_Se(43P1)+ N2(u=l) 2.4 E-2 67_
44
TableIX. VibrationalExcitationby.l(52p1/2)
Target Product -* ZE.VRT
" H2 HI(u) 2.2 E+3
D2 DI(u) 1.8 E+3
4
HI HI(u) 1.3 E+3
C3H8 HI(u) 3.3 E+3
N2 N2(u) 1 E+6
45
TableX. Br(42p1/2)VibrationalExcitationTransfers
DominantState ZE.VRT AE(eV)
CO2 (101) 13.3 -.004
HCN (001) 12.3 .045
N20 (140) 76.9 .004
HCI (1) 43.7 .095
HF (1) 6.4 .033
HBr (I) 500. .135
46
Table XI. Na(32p) Quenching
Product ZE_VRT AE(v) v
N2(v) 1.1 1.15 7
NO(v) I. .og 9
02(v) i. .12 Ii
co(v) 2. .07 8
H2(u) 2. .21 4
47
TableXII. T1(62p3/2)Quenching
Gas ZE.VRT
02 1.
N2 1.3 E+4 •
CO 2.7 E+3
NO 5.1
48
•.... TableXlll. 0(21D2)TransferRates
Gas ZE.VRT
• N2 4
02 4
NO 1.3
N20 1.2
H2 1.1
CO 6.7
CO2 10
49
Table XlV. Quenching for Molecular Metastables (ZE_VRT)
02 N2 CO CO2 NO
02(aIAg) 2 E+8 5 E+8 ..... 4. E+6
02(blsg) 4 E+5 1E+5 7 E+4 2 E+3 33(?)
N2(A3Su) 2 E+8 2 E+2 .......... 2.8
TableXV. ExcitationTransferforAr
. _ Molecule Product Z, Ar(3PI) Z, Ar(1P 1)
o H2 H2(BI_u) 2. 30
N2 N2(C3_u) 20 19.
02 o(2_s)+o 4 ---
O(2ZD)+ 0 -- 1.8
CO _ 4.4 2.4
NO ._ I ---
51
TableXVI. ExcitationTransferforN2(A3_u )
Molecule Product ZE.EV
H2 ? 6.7 E+4
6
02 02(B31:u) 33
CH4 9 >1.2 E+5
C2H2 ? 1.25
C2H4 C2H2 + H2 1.8
CO CO(a3x) 10.
NO NO(A2_.+) 2.8
NH3 NH(A3_)+ N2 ?
C2N2 CN(a31:u)+ CN 3.2
SO2 SO2(a3B1) 4.4
52
Table XVII. Values for CO(v) + AB--_-CO(v-I)+ AB(1)
Gas(AB) v Zv.v
" CO 2 113
3 96
m
4 100
5 140
6 250
7 560
8 1130
9 1842
•10 2917
11 4667
02 1 2.6 E+6
12 9.4 E+3
13 4.5 E+3
N2 1 3.9 E+4
4 8.2 E+4
5 1.2 E+5
. 6 1.8 E+5
7 2.4 E+5
8 2.7 E+5
9 4.0 E+5
10 5.0 E+5
11 9.0 E+5
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TableXVIII. ExperimentalCollisonNumbersforIntermolecular
VibrationalEnergyTransferat 300°K
A UB PA i au ZAB
(cm-1) (c_-1) (cm-1)
Singly dispersing mixtures
8
Doubly dispersingmixtures
CCIpF_ CHROCH3 260 250 1 10 5
CH3CI- CH_OCH3 732 250 3 18 70
CH3OCH3 344 164 2 16 80
_ C2F4 507 507 1 0 50
3SF6 C2F4 344 190 2 36 70
CF4 C2F4 345 220 2 5 110
Spectroscopicdata
NO(A_S+! N2 2341 2330 1 11 7.9x10_
NO(X_II) CO 1876 2143 1 267 1.0x104
NO(XZII) N2 1876 2330 1 454 5.0x105
CO 02 2143 1556 1 587 4.5x106
NO(X211) CH2 1876 1534 1 342 1.1x103
CO CH4 2143 1534 1 609 3.3x104
NO(X211 D2S 1876 1892 I 16 94
NO(X211 H2U 1876 1595 1 281 160
NO(XZll H2S 1876 1290 1 586 310
NoIX211 D20 1876 1179 1 697 1000
ZAB is the collisionnumberfor vibration-vibrationtransferbetweenone quan-
tum of mode of frequency uA of moleculeA and i quanta of mode of frequency
uB of moleculeB. (Frequenciesare for 0-1 vibrationalexcitation.)
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Figure 1. Relaxationof spin-orbitelectronicstates shown in Table V,
Data shown as asteriskare molecularquenchersfor which vibra-
tionmodes may be excited.
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Figure 2. Spin-orbitrelaxationof Hg(63P1)involvingvibrationalexcitation.
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Figure 3. Collision v-v transfer rate for COat room temperature from
three contributions: DD - dipole-dipole; DQ dipole-quadrupole;
and SRR- short-range repulsion.
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Figure 4. Photoabsorption from ground state to electronic-vibration
excited state for wavelengths between 4950 A to 5900 A. Photo-
emission from lowest vibrational level of electronic excited
state also indicated by solid vertical lines.
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Figure 5. Photodissociation from the. ground state into an unbound state
in which one fragment is electronically excited.
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